
12 LINE POEM12 LINE POEM12 LINE POEM12 LINE POEM    
A free verse form poemA free verse form poemA free verse form poemA free verse form poem    

 
 

Line 1Line 1Line 1Line 1    2 words: adjective and noun2 words: adjective and noun2 words: adjective and noun2 words: adjective and noun    

    

Line 2Line 2Line 2Line 2    3 words: first word must be an 3 words: first word must be an 3 words: first word must be an 3 words: first word must be an inginginging    wordwordwordword    

    

Line 3Line 3Line 3Line 3    4 words: one must be a color4 words: one must be a color4 words: one must be a color4 words: one must be a color    

    

Line 4Line 4Line 4Line 4    3333----4 words: one must name a place4 words: one must name a place4 words: one must name a place4 words: one must name a place    

    

Line 5Line 5Line 5Line 5    1 word: must represent a sound 1 word: must represent a sound 1 word: must represent a sound 1 word: must represent a sound     

            (onomatopoeia)(onomatopoeia)(onomatopoeia)(onomatopoeia)    

    

Line 6Line 6Line 6Line 6            3 words: one must name an animal3 words: one must name an animal3 words: one must name an animal3 words: one must name an animal    

    

Line 7Line 7Line 7Line 7            4444----5 words: must give a sense of weather5 words: must give a sense of weather5 words: must give a sense of weather5 words: must give a sense of weather    

    

Line 8Line 8Line 8Line 8            2222----3 words: must give a sense of time3 words: must give a sense of time3 words: must give a sense of time3 words: must give a sense of time    

    

Line 9Line 9Line 9Line 9            3333----5 words: must convey emotion5 words: must convey emotion5 words: must convey emotion5 words: must convey emotion    

    

Line 10Line 10Line 10Line 10            3333----5 words: prepositional phrase5 words: prepositional phrase5 words: prepositional phrase5 words: prepositional phrase    

    

Line 11Line 11Line 11Line 11            3333----5 words: one must 5 words: one must 5 words: one must 5 words: one must name a body partname a body partname a body partname a body part    

    

Line 12Line 12Line 12Line 12            2 words2 words2 words2 words    


